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Big Bird's Red Book (Sesame Street) Roseanne Cerf 2019 Big Bird explains to the reader about the
color red.
Sesame Street Unpaved David Borgenicht 1998-11-16 The show that has taught over 70 million of us to
count is turning 30! To help celebrate this milestone, Hyperion presents the ultimate insider's tribute to
"Sesame Street"--a one-of-a-kind volume that lets readers relive all the classic memories, games shows,
animation, and parodies through actual scripts, rare photos, celebrity flashbacks, and hilarious anecdotes.
400 color photos. NPR sponsorship.
Dancing with Jesus: Bobbling Figurine Sam Stall 2017-09-26 Are you cursed with two left feet?
Consider this kit your revelation. Set your feet a-tapping with a collection of original dance moves inspired
by Jesus and the likes of Moses and John the Baptist. This slyly irreverent kit includes a 3" dancing Jesus
figurine on a suction cup base that you can attach to your dashboard, your desk, or virtually anywhere that
you could use some peace and tranquility- or to just bring a much-needed smile to your face. The illustrated
mini book includes 12 dance moves outlined with how-to instructions, along with the inspiration for each
dance derived from Jesus's life and teachings. Kit also includes an illustrated conga line backdrop to display
with your figurine.
Street Gang Michael Davis 2008-12-26 Now an acclaimed documentary from Screen Media, the New York
Times bestselling account of the story behind one of the most influential, durable, and beloved shows in the
history of television: Sesame Street. “Davis tracks down every Sesame anecdote and every Sesame
personality in his book . . . Finally, we get to touch Big Bird's feathers.” —The New York Times Book Review
Sesame Street is the longest-running-and arguably most beloved- children's television program ever
created. Today, it reaches some six million preschoolers weekly in the United States and countless others in
140 countries around the world. Street Gang is the compelling, comical, and inspiring story of a media
masterpiece and pop-culture landmark. Television reporter and columnist Michael Davis-with the complete
participation of Joan Ganz Cooney, one of the show's founders-unveils the idealistic personalities, decades
of social and cultural change, stories of compassion and personal sacrifice, and miraculous efforts of
writers, producers, directors, and puppeteers that together transformed an empty soundstage into the most
recognizable block of real estate in television history.
Sesame Street Glitter Tattoos Oscar the Grouch's Favorite Things DOVER STICKER 2010-02-01 Whether
he's keeping dry under an umbrella or showing the world that he loves garbage, Oscar the Grouch is never
far from his trusty trash can. This glittering collection of six easy-to-apply-and-remove tattoos includes
three different images of Oscar, plus Slimey the Worm, a recycling bin, and an old baseball.
Elmo's Easter Egg Surprises (Sesame Street) Christy Webster 2020-01-07 This Little Golden Book starring
Sesame Street's Elmo and Abby Cadabby makes a perfect gift for any Easter basket! It's Easter on Sesame
Street, and Abby Cadabby is trying to use magic to make the holiday celebration extra special for her
friends Elmo, Big Bird, Grover, Cookie Monster, and Oscar the Grouch. But, as usual, she gets some of the
magical spells mixed up--with very funny results! Boys and girls ages 2 to 5 will laugh out loud at the
silliness, and ask to hear the story again and again. This new Little Golden Book with full-color illustrations
makes a great gift for Easter or any day! Sesame Workshop, the nonprofit educational organization behind
Sesame Street, aims to help kids grow smarter, stronger, and kinder through its many unique domestic and
international initiatives. These projects cover a wide array of topics for families around the world. Sesame
Street is the most trusted name in early learning.
Once Upon a Sesame Street Christmas Geri Cole 2016-12-12 The story of how Christmas (and Santa!)
first came to Sesame Street.
Instructor 1975
How to Be a Grouch (Sesame Street) Caroll Spinney 2019 "Oscar the Grouch shares all of his grouchy
secrets on being a grouch!"--Amazon
The Wisdom of Big Bird (and the Dark Genius of Oscar the Grouch) Caroll Spinney 2007-12-18 An inspiring
message for all ages: Find your inner bird. If you’re looking for wisdom and joy in your life, go straight to
Sesame Street and heed the words of its most beloved and profound resident, Caroll Spinney, who has
spent the past thirty-four years in a bird costume (and a trash can) as Big Bird and Oscar the Grouch. Three
decades inside a giant puppet have taught Spinney a valuable and surprising lesson: Being a bird can make
you a better person. In The Wisdom of Big Bird, the living legend of Sesame Street describes how we can
all find our inner bird (or grouch). Each chapter illustrates a piece of useful wisdom Spinney has gleaned
from a career in feathers. The lessons Big Bird teaches children every day on Sesame Street are the same
ones that have brought Spinney success and satisfaction in his own life. Warm, witty, and affirming, Caroll
Spinney’s memoir proves that being a bird can make you a better and happier person. “Every day on
Sesame Street, we strive to give our innocent young audience the basis of a lifelong education. It is no
accident that spending the past thirty-four years in the Bird suit teaching these lessons to others has taught
me a few things, too.”—from The Wisdom of Big Bird (and the Dark Genius of Oscar the Grouch)
New York Magazine 1989-09-18 New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New
York Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across the
country. With award-winning writing and photography covering everything from politics and food to theater
and fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and
excitement of the city itself, while celebrating New York as both a place and an idea.
The Kids' Catalog Collection Jane Smolik 1990 Lists addresses, telephone numbers, catalog prices, and
specialties for mail order companies
Tickle Me, Big Bird! Stephanie St. Pierre 1997 Big Bird and his friends ask each other riddles
Dragons Love Tacos Adam Rubin 2012-06-14 This scrumptious New York Times bestseller has a whole lot
of kick! Dragons love tacos. They love chicken tacos, beef tacos, great big tacos, and teeny tiny tacos. So if
you want to lure a bunch of dragons to your party, you should definitely serve tacos. Buckets and buckets of
tacos. Unfortunately, where there are tacos, there is also salsa. And if a dragon accidentally eats spicy salsa
. . . oh, boy. You're in red-hot trouble. The award-winning team behind Those Darn Squirrels! has created
an unforgettable, laugh-until-salsa-comes-out-of-your-nose tale of new friends and the perfect snack.
Sesame Street: Oscar the Grouch Talking Button Sesame Workshop 2017-09-26 What better way to let
your family, friends, or co-workers know how you're really feeling than with the Oscar the Grouch Talking
Button? This nostalgic kit includes a desktop button that plays audio of Oscar's voice, spouting signature
phrases such as "Scram!" and "Go away!" Also included is a mini book version of How to Be a Grouch,
featuring the full text and illustrations created by Caroll Spinney. Sesame Street fans of all ages are sure to
love this fun kit that celebrates the grouch in all of us.
Sesame Street Elmo's Red Stickers Sesame Street 2009-09-22 What color is Elmo? Red, of course! But what
else is red? Apples, fire trucks, balloons, wagons, and more. Kids can find even more red objects in this
happy little sticker book. Includes 27 stickers.
Oscar-the-Grouch's Alphabet of Trash Jeffrey Moss 1977 Oscar-the-Grouch recites the alphabet from a
crumpled alphabet sheet to a zigzagged zipper.
Abby (Sesame Street Friends) Andrea Posner-Sanchez 2019-09-10 Meet one of your favorite Sesame Street
friends in this adorable photographic board book! Say hello and learn all about Abby Cadabby in a Sesame
Street board book illustrated with bold, bright photographs. As babies and toddlers pore over the many
colorful, sturdy pages, they will delight in seeing Abby Cadabby--the little fairy-in-training--try her magical
spells, play with her favorite frog-prince doll, have fun with friends, and much more!

Early Years 1975
Go Green with Sesame Street ® Jennifer Boothroyd 2020-09-01 Sesame Street friends know it's important
to care for Earth. Super Grover is water-wise, Cookie Monster learns about Earth Day, Big Bird fights
pollution . . . how can you be kind to Earth?
Love the Fur You are in Random House 2019 Offers wise and witty advice from Sesame Street,
encouraging readers to love themselves, love their friends, and enjoy life.
The Unseen Photos of Street Gang: How We Got to Sesame Street Trevor Crafts 2021-12-07 The official
companion book to the feature-length documentary Street Gang: How We Got to Sesame Street, featuring
previously unpublished photographs from the earliest seasons of Sesame Street and interviews with cast
and crew This official tie-in book to the documentary Street Gang: How We Got to Sesame Street
supplements the film’s exploration of the origins and legacy of Sesame Street with exclusive interviews and
unseen photographs from the earliest seasons of the globally beloved series. Author Trevor Crafts, who was
given unprecedented access to archival footage and photography, presents 150 of photographer David
Attie’s behind-the-scenes images of Jim Henson, Frank Oz, Matt Robinson, Big Bird, Oscar the Grouch, Bert
and Ernie, and dozens of other pioneering puppeteers, animators, actors, and Muppets. Crafts uses Attie’s
photos to expand upon the film’s story of how show creator Joan Ganz Cooney, along with Sesame
Workshop co-founder Lloyd Morrisett, director Jon Stone, and Muppet creator Jim Henson, took the values
and goals of the civil rights movement and revolutionized children’s television. The Unseen Photos of Street
Gang is a tribute to the enduring achievements of a rebellious group of artists, educators, and freethinkers
who believed that the values of equality, education, and inclusion should not just be championed but also
made available to all—a dream that Sesame Street has carried forward for more than fifty years.
The Tipping Point Malcolm Gladwell 2006-11-01 From the bestselling author of The Bomber Mafia:
discover Malcolm Gladwell's breakthrough debut and explore the science behind viral trends in business,
marketing, and human behavior. The tipping point is that magic moment when an idea, trend, or social
behavior crosses a threshold, tips, and spreads like wildfire. Just as a single sick person can start an
epidemic of the flu, so too can a small but precisely targeted push cause a fashion trend, the popularity of a
new product, or a drop in the crime rate. This widely acclaimed bestseller, in which Malcolm Gladwell
explores and brilliantly illuminates the tipping point phenomenon, is already changing the way people
throughout the world think about selling products and disseminating ideas. “A wonderful page-turner about
a fascinating idea that should affect the way every thinking person looks at the world.” —Michael Lewis
Baker, Baker, Cookie Maker (Sesame Street) Linda Hayward 2012-03-28 Cookie Monster is baking loads of
his favorite cookies at the Sesame Street Bakery. But the tasty treats get gobbled up so fast by his
friends—Elmo, Big Bird, Grover, Bert, Ernie, and the others—that Cookie never even gets to taste them!
Will he ever get to eat one of his own cookies? Lots of humor and catchy rhyming text in this Step 2 graded
reader will send toddlers away laughing every single time!
The Monster at the End of This Book Jon Stone 2015 Adapted into a sturdy board book format, a bestselling Sesame Street Little Golden Book classic follows a frantic Grover's efforts to prevent readers from
turning the pages and finding the not-so-scary monster at the end of the book. TV tie-in.
Open Sesame Katrin Tiitsman 1985-07
Words on Cassette 1997
Sesame Street: Another Monster at the End of This Sound Book Jon Stone 2021-08-22 Oh no! There is
ANOTHER monster at the end of this book, in this beloved sequel to The Monster at the End of This Sound
Book. This treasured tale is brought to life by lovable, furry old Grover AND lovable, furry little Elmo, who
read aoud every page--while arguing about whether to turn them! Press 10 buttons to play sounds, music,
and the voices of Grover & Elmo while you DON'T DARE turn the page.
Around the World DK PUBLISHING 2000-01 Picture-map board game in which players explore the world,
discover countries and continents, oceans, rivers, mountains and famous landmarks. Contains game board,
die and easy-to-follow instructions.
Kindness Makes the World Go Round Craig Manning 2021-05-07 Elmo's mom surprised him with a camera
for World Kindness Day and asked him to find kindness on Sesame Street! Journey with Elmo and his
friends to discover how kindness makes the world go 'round!
Sesame Street Baby Book Sesame Workshop 2018-04-03 A special gift and keepsake book to record
baby's first three years, using photographs and other baby items, and featuring all your favorite Sesame
Street characters! Sesame Street's beloved characters invite new parents to celebrate their child's first
three years in this beautiful baby book. A thoughtful journal layout provides space to record important
milestones in each month of year one, and guided prompts collect treasured memories through the toddler
years. Sesame Street Baby Book: My First Three Years marks every unforgettable moment from first steps
to favorite foods, and captures special family moments with blank pages for photos, footprints, hospital
bracelets, shower invitations, and more.
Another Monster at the End of This Book (Sesame Street Series) Jon Stone 2014-04-30 Thereðs something
waiting at the end of this book. Could it beÛa monster?! Lovable, furry old Grover is about to find outÜand
heðs bringing his equally lovable and furry friend Elmo with him!
The Pursuit of Grouchiness Oscar the Grouch 2019-04-09 In The Pursuit of Grouchiness, Oscar the
Grouch teaches you how to lose friends and grouchily influence people. There’s no greater expert on
celebrating a crummy day than Oscar the Grouch. After complaining about cheerfulness for decades from
his trash can on Sesame Street, Oscar now shares his secrets for making sure you’re as curmudgeonly as
possible, all day, every day. It's the perfect gift for your grouchy friends, your annoyingly upbeat friends
who could stand to be a little grouchier, and even just yourself—because a bad day can always get worse.
Now get lost! And have a rotten day! An Imprint Book PRAISE FOR THE PURSUIT OF GROUCHINESS:
“MMM, me LOVE this book. So tasty! (Might be fun to read, too.)” —Cookie Monster For more fun from
folks who live on Sesame Street, check out Cookie Monster's The Joy of Cookies and Bert and Ernie's
Importance of Being Ernie (and Bert)
Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle, Oscar! Mary Lindeen 2020 Oscar the Grouch knows a lot about trash,
including how to reuse it! Read along as Oscar and friends show young readers that reducing, reusing, and
recycling lessens their impact on the planet. Learn how to turn trash into treasure, like making old bottle
caps into artwork. We can help Earth! Interior paper made with 30 percent recycled post-consumer waste
fibers.
A Day in the Life of Oscar the Grouch Linda Hayward 1992 Oscar the Grouch describes the things he
likes about living in a garbage can on Sesame Street, as well as the things that make him grouchy.
Choice Readings Mark A. Clarke 1999 An abridged edition of the successful intermediate eading skills
textbook
Huggy Kissy Leslie Patricelli 2012 An exuberant infant is lifted high in the air by Mommy, kissed on the
tummy by Daddy, and snuggled by a puppy.
Grover's Own Alphabet (Sesame Street) Golden Books 2019-07-09 Grover presents the alphabet in a
Sesame Street Little Golden Book! Girls and boys ages 1 to 3 will giggle uncontrollably as Grover presents
the alphabet in this Sesame Street Little Golden Book by BECOMING every letter from A to Z! As Grover
twists and turns his furry blue self into 26 letters, little ones may even be inspired to try some of them.
Cookie Andrea Posner-Sanchez 2019 Introduces Cookie Monster and what he likes to do, say, and play.
The New Yorker Harold Wallace Ross 1983
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